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Introduction
One of the most dynamic areas of international relations theory over the last two decades has been the debate about
the nature and re-definition of "security." Particularly since the end of the Cold War and the dissolution of the bipolar
global security structure, a variety of alternative notions of security have proliferated. Among those that have
captured public and academic attention include economic security1; comprehensive security2; environmental
security3; and human security4. Even more conservative state-centered theorists of security have re-considered the
nature of the threats that the state now faces in the post-Cold War environment. While this debate is interesting and
important, it is lacking in one very important way. Arguably the most important and consequential notion of security
that has emerged in recent years is entirely invisible from these debates - the securing of flows of information through
global communication networks.
A superficial probe of the issue-area suggests that something important is being overlooked. For example, if one were
to enter the term "security" on any major Internet search engine, the vast majority of matches would not refer to any
of the alternative notions of security alluded to above. Nor would the more traditional state-centric ideas rise to the
top of the responses. Instead, the matches would overwhelmingly pertain to the securing of electronic commercial
transactions, flows of information within corporate information networks, and the defense of government and military
computing and communications systems. A more detailed probe of the links would uncover websites of companies
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that provide network security services to corporations, governments, and others - a service industry that did not exist
two decades ago but is now considered one of the fastest growing in the most dynamic sector of the economy overall.
Such a development is not difficult to understand considering the extent to which information and communication
technologies have become vital to just about every sector of life today, from economics to defense to culture. Yet very
little is known about the world political implications of the security practices that are emerging in today's hypermedia
environment.
In this paper, I examine those security practices relating primarily to the securing of transnational flows of information
in the global political economy, and in particular those that have emerged in the area of transnational business
information management, global financial services, and the burgeoning world of E-commerce. This set of security
practices - what I will refer to as the "network security" paradigm -- is largely distinct from those relating to military
"information-warfare" concerns alluded to above, though of course there are important overlaps between the two that
I will examine. However, there are three main reasons to focus exclusively on the network security paradigm in this
paper. First, the literature on and evolving nature of info-war state security practices is large and complex, and
deserves a separate treatment in its own right - a task that others have undertaken elsewhere.5 Second, the network
security paradigm is deeply bound up with possibly the most important sector driving world politics today - the global
economy. E-commerce transactions alone - one vital object of the network security paradigm -- are estimated to
amount to over $1 trillion by 2003.6 How information and communication flows are being secured in this sector alone
will have obvious implications for world politics as a whole. Third, as will be shown below, there are important
differences between network security and military and state info-war practices and ideas that suggest an important
source of friction between state intelligence and defense agencies and private actors that should be highlighted.
Folding the two paradigms together in one analysis would obscure, rather than illuminate, these important differences.
The paper will proceed as follows. First, I will discuss the theoretical approach and analytical lens that will be employed
in this paper, derived from the emerging "critical security studies" literature.7 As I will explain below, this approach is
particularly useful for analyzing new social practices in periods of transformation, such as that which characterizes the
network security paradigm today. Second, I will analyze the major components of the network security paradigm,
including the main threats, objects of security, policy prescriptions, and type of world order that is being promoted by
this paradigm. In doing so, I will describe some of the ways that this paradigm differs from more traditional statedefense notions of information security alluded to above. To conclude, I will assess the prospects for the continued
flourishing of the network security paradigm and what this flourishing may mean for the changing landscape of world
politics
Theorizing Security
What does "security" mean in the context of the Internet, and new information and communication technologies
generally? Can the creation of a great "Firewall" by the Chinese state, the intentions of "hacktivists" to bring down the
Echelon state surveillance system, and the development of sophisticated "Digital Immune Systems" to protect
currency trading networks, be reconciled all within the same paradigm?8 Is the Internet a security "threat"? Or is it the
Internet itself that must be protected or secured? A quick glance at some of these different - indeed, in some cases
antithetical - approaches to security and networked technologies suggests there exists not a single consensus of
ideas, but rather a maelstrom of competing collective images that need to be untangled and differentiated.9
It may be useful, then, in setting the stage for this study to make a distinction, following Robert Cox, between two
different approaches to theorizing, in this case about security.10 The first type of approach is called problem-solving
theory. This type of approach takes the world as it exists unproblematically, and tries to find the best way to cope
within it given the resources and objectives at hand. Problem-solving theory begins with certain shared assumptions
that go unquestioned about the nature of political rule and the type of order that is desirable, and then deliberates
about the means or strategies that would best serve that order. It tends to be conservative, in the sense that its raison
d'être is the function and maintenance of the existing system rather than some alteration to it in its core principles or
a broader understanding of the system in an historical context. In the sphere of security, for example, problem-solving
theory might help identify new threats, or different or more effective responses to traditional threats, while leaving
unquestioned what it is, exactly, that requires protection or securing - i.e., the state.
During the Cold War, international security studies was dominated by problem-solving theory - particularly in the
United States -- as illustrated by the prevalence of rationalist and game-theoretic approaches to arms control and
strategic studies during the 1960s and 1970s.11 Treated pragmatically within a historical context, problem-solving
theory obviously serves an important function in society. Treated uncritically, however, problem-solving theory can
become rigid and ahistorical, reifying assumptions and furthering the status quo while being incognizant of important
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shifts in those underlying assumptions. Examples of both can be gleaned from that particular historical period.12
The second type of approach is called critical theory. Critical theory takes as its starting point that which is assumed
away by problem-solving theory. It puts into focus and situates into an historical context the very presuppositions that
problem-solving theory takes for granted. In doing so, critical theory underscores the historical variability of world
orders, the contingencies involved in shaping them, and the possibilities that are opened up for alternative paths of
development in the future. It also offers a tool to help dissect and untangle the type of new social practice that is
under consideration here. It examines that social practice as a whole - from the outside-in, so to speak - rather from a
perspective within that social practice whose end is the functioning and maintenance of the system, as it is in
problem-solving theory.
Taking this perspective helps illuminate political questions that are typically assumed away by problem-solving theory,
such as what type of world order is promoted by this set of social practices? Who benefits by them? Who loses? Or, to
zero in more closely to the type of questions that are of interest here, what is to be secured, by what means, and to
what end? In other words, critical theory underscores the constitutive nature of "collective images" of security. Ideas
and theories of what constitute a security "threat," in other words, promote and reproduce a particular type of political
system by implicitly or explicitly privileging a particular set of policy responses, and an object or referent that is to be
secured. "Security" is, from this perspective, always a "social construction."
Recent contributions to the critical security studies literature have focused on a variety of different issue-areas, or new
security "problematics," including ethnic conflict, environmental security, and arms control.13 While these
contributions differ to some extent, they all employ a similar methodology that can be reduced to the following main
framework questions:
(1) What is seen as presenting a security "threat", and by whom?
(2) Whom or what is presumed to be the object of security in this regard?
(3) What specific policy measures are deemed necessary in response to that threat?
(4) What type of political system or set of political values are promoted and (re)produced by #'s 1, 2, and 3, above?
These questions will be employed in this paper as an analytical lens to help illuminate the network security paradigm.
As I will show below, the network security paradigm is a novel reformulation that fundamentally challenges many of
the traditional notions of state security to which international relations theorists have become accustomed, including
the relationship between security and public authority, territoriality, and inter-state cooperation.
Network Security
The origins of the network security paradigm can be traced back to the very first applications of digital-electronic
information and communication technology to commercial and financial practices in the United States, Great Britain,
and other major industrialized countries.14 As computing became more practical, and as more vital business
information - such as personnel and financial accounting records - was gradually entrusted to computing systems,
attention began to be paid to the methods by which such systems were to be secured from theft, corruption or
unauthorized manipulation. Although encryption and other software security programs began to be developed for
these purposes at this time, a great deal of the actual securing of the information relied on physical protections, such
as secured entries to computing rooms and guarded buildings. Computing and information technologies were still very
much within the universe of mainframe computing15, in which information remained confined within the computers
that housed them, which in turn occupied a distinct, bounded space typically within a secured office complex.
All of that began to change, however, with the shift to distributed and increasingly mobile and portable forms of microcomputing and communications, a shift that has its origins in the early development of the Internet itself.16 Although
these changes in the paradigm of communications percolated throughout all sectors of society, they had perhaps the
most far-reaching consequences in the way that business was undertaken, and in particular in terms of the
organization of production and the movement of finance. By the early 1980s, the business management literature was
beginning to recognize the benefits of "networked" forms of corporate organization - a management gestalt shift away
from centralized-hierarchical control that reflected the increasingly dispersed forms of production outsourcing that was
occurring among major industrialized firms, particularly in high technology, financial services, and telecommunications
sectors.17 As a result, computer security specialists who once had to worry primarily about fixed mainframe systems
were now charged with the problem of how to secure "the Mainframe to Micro link."18 Access to mainframe computers
from remote sites, primarily PCs and minicomputers, and the increasing interconnection among mini- and microcomputers, began to extend the information security architecture. No longer was it simply a matter of protecting the
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physical access to mainframe computers; the distributed flow of information along network systems - no matter their
location -- had to be safeguarded as well.19 The shift also signaled a growing importance of information security from
what was at one time a rather incidental consideration to a much more significant management priority.
We can see now that what was occurring in the early 1980s was merely the first wind of a hurricane of change in the
nature of economic organization, from the structure of individual firms to the location of production to the movement
and character of money and finances.20 Today, not only have business practices become more dispersed along
multiple and overlapping dense networks with information and networks playing a central role, perhaps more
importantly, the networks themselves have become increasingly transnational -- indeed, planetary in scope. The
evidence of what many see as this fundamental, epochal shift in the global economy is increasingly well known:
* Worldwide outflows of foreign direct investment (FDI) have increased nearly 29 percent a year on average since
1983, three times the growth of world exports. According to the 1999 UNCTAD World Investment Report, FDI outflows
among developed countries increased by 46% alone last year to a record US $595 billion.21
* Most of this FDI is attributable to the world's 60,000 transnational corporations (TNCs), who now produce about a
quarter of world economic output. Their foreign affiliates had combined sales of about US $11 trillion in 1998
compared with world exports of US $7 trillion, an indication of the size of transnational production relative to
international trade.22
* As of September, 1999 the value of cross-border mergers and acquisitions - a driving force of the rise in FDI - was
already 1.3 times the value of the entire previous year.23 * Daily turnover of foreign exchange transactions are now
well over $1.5 trillion.24
The consequences of these transformations in the global economy for the paradigm of information security have been
enormous. Rather than protecting physical access to the computers that contain information, security has now
broadened and extended to encompass a planetary "network of networks" that forms the nerves or infrastructure of
the global information economy. Network security thus has both a material and virtual component.25 It means
protecting both the networks themselves from physical destruction (e.g., trunk lines, satellites, receivers, etc) as well
as the integrated flow of digital information from systems "crash," theft, disruption, and/or corruption. As this network
now, by its very nature, extends around the planet in a dense web of distributed digital-electroni-telecommunications, the relationship between "security" and "territory" within the virtual component of the network
security paradigm is almost entirely absent.
There are two related objects of security in the network security paradigm. The first centers on protecting the integrity
of data and the flow of information within and among corporations. As corporate restructuring has evolved away from
hierarchical organizational structures and fixed locations towards adaptable networks and multi-locational flexibility,
ensuring the rapid and reliable flow of information, as well as the integrity of such flows, has become fundamentally
important. Such concerns are particularly important given the extent to which the number of network "attacks"
experienced by corporations has increased in recent years.26 One strategy to secure these flows has been for
corporations to lease their own private networks from telecommunications providers, called "intranets".27 Detached
from public Internet traffic, intranets provide considerable protection for information flows, but they are not completely
invulnerable to attack. So the intranets are, in turn, protected by a variety of technologies, such as firewalls, digital
immune systems, virus-protection software, logging and real-time alarms, and various forms of encryption and smart
card authentication systems.28
Although many corporations still regularly lease private networks, the costs are enormous. As a consequence, there is
increasing pressure to integrate "internal" corporate networks to the wider Internet, a pressure that has given rise to
what are known as "Virtual Private Networks" (VPNs). Using sophisticated encryption and firewall technologies, VPNs
provide a way for corporations to "tunnel" through and send data around the globe using public networks instead of
expensive leased lines. 29 To give one example, the General Electric Corp. plans to have, by 2000, "all 12 of its
business units purchasing its non-production and maintenance, repair and operations materials ... via the Internet, for
a total of $5 billion."30 To help service these needs, a market for network security has exploded. The worldwide
market for such services and products was estimated to reach nearly $7 billion by 2001.31 Site Patrol International
Services, for example, provides corporations not only with the relevant firewall and encryption systems but real-time
24-hour network monitoring to track incidences, identify potential security breaches, and provide rapid responses as
well.32
The second dimension of this image centers on securing flows of information between producers and consumers
(including business-to-business transactions), a concern that is at the heart of ongoing attempts to commercialize the
World-Wide Web but is bound up with broader changes in the marketplace towards informatization. Almost all banks,
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for example, have invested in and promoted electronic access for customers.33 Partly justified for "customer
convenience" and competitive pressures, but no doubt related also to the potential downsizing benefits as well, most
every banking transaction can be done either through electronic tellers, over the telephone, or through computer
access with software packages supplied by the banks themselves. Each step, however, has necessitated an increasing
investment in security protocols that includes not just software and hardware (modem pools, compact discs, leased
lines, secure servers, access control mechanisms, etc), but computer security consultants as well.34 The widespread
use of smartcards, stored value-devices, and other digital credit systems for consumer transactions and other services
around the world have also entailed attention to network security protocols and mechanisms as well.35
This convergence of commercialization pressures and new information technologies in both dimensions has created a
vortex of interest on the Internet. The pressures and expectations surrounding the commercialization of the Internet
and World-Wide Web have been large. Predictions have been made for several years about an enormous market for
Internet commerce emerging, ones that so far have not been fully reached.36 The main stumbling block has been
precisely the lack of security for transactions. Consumers have been generally reluctant to use their credit cards over
the Internet thus stifling the growth of Web commerce. To improve security and unleash the dream of "friction-free"
commerce, massive investments have been made in encryption technologies and electronic payment schemes.
Several electronic cash systems have emerged, such as Digicash, First Virtual Holdings, NetCash, and Cybercash,
although they have not received widespread acceptance to date.37 Nonethess, a marketplace on the World-Wide Web
is indeed arising, particularly in those areas -- such as financial services and software -- that lend themselves to
networked communications.38
In each of the dimensions noted above - that is, in intra-corporate communications and corporate-customer
communications -- ensuring that information networks function efficiently and without corruption is of paramount
importance. The network itself, and the information that flows through it, is the object or referent of security. The
scope of the network is largely non-territorial, though of course the policy deliberations that concern it are centered in
several state jurisdictions. The "threats" to network security include a wide range of activities, including: programming
errors that could lead to systems crashes or vulnerabilities; computer fraud and theft, such as the re-direction of
electronic finances; disgruntled "insiders" and employees, who intentionally sabotage computer systems; loss of
supporting physical infrastructure through fire, power failures, bombs, floods, etc; malicious hackers or "crackers";
industrial or corporate espionage, including the theft of product information; and malicious coding and software, such
as viruses, trojan horses, and worms.39
The Politics of Network Security
It is important to be clear that the network security paradigm described above, as with all paradigms, is more of an
ideal-type than a rigid set of concrete practices. Although discernable as a social force, in practice actors make
statements and adopt policies that at times correspond to the network security paradigm while at other times
corresponding with other, perhaps competing paradigms. As outlined at the beginning of this paper, such as the
confused situation of the Internet-security problematique that under the rubric of security conflicting policies can be
adopted and promoted without appreciation of the contradictions in underlying principles.
One such potent contradiction exists between the network security paradigm and the security practices of state
intelligence and military organizations -- what we might call the "state-defense" collective image. Organizations such
as the Central Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, and the Federal Bureau of Investigations in the
United States, or the Communications Security Establishment and the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service in
Canada, (to name a few), all have very strong views on the relationship between new information technologies and
security. In some respects, this state-defense collective image overlaps with the network security paradigm. As with
the latter, the state-defense collective image has focused attention on preventing the illegal penetration of computer
systems, the malicious use of computer viruses, and the potential disruption of major electronic-dependent
infrastructures, such as stock exchanges or air traffic control systems. The colossal public attention generated around
the so-called "millennium bug" or "Y2K" issue, for example, is an area of direct overlap between the two. Like the
network security paradigm, this image has also contributed to the creation of a variety of governmental and nongovernmental organizations devoted to safeguarding computer and information security, and the allocation of large
amounts of public expenditures towards such ends. It is for these reasons that the two collective images are often
intertwined in analyses of information security.
Important differences stemming from the referent of security in each case, however, warrant keeping the two
paradigms distinct. First, with the network security paradigm the primary concern is with ensuring the integrity of
information flows internal to firms and between firms and consumers. As production processes have diffused across
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territorial boundaries, and as capital markets become increasingly globalized, these issues have taken on a
fundamentally non-territorial dimension. Salomon Brothers Inc., in other words, is concerned with safeguarding its
transactions regardless of the specific jurisdictions in which those operations are located. States' intelligence and
defense agencies, on the other hand, are fundamentally concerned with ensuring the security of information
infrastructures within a particular territorially delimited space, and only then as a larger function of the protection of
the state itself. In some cases, networks in other national jurisdictions might even be the target of disruption as part of
inter-state competition.
Such differences have important practical and political consequences. Because those actors who operate in the
network security paradigm are concerned with securing the flows of information through non-territorial spaces -indeed, through numerous state (and non-state, in the case of outer space) jurisdictions -- the task of providing
security for these actors cannot be entrusted to a single state authority. Even more prohibitive is the fact that since
the end of the Cold War, many state intelligence agencies have ranked economic and industrial espionage high on
their lists of priorities. Transnational corporations have to be concerned about industrial espionage not only from
private competitors, but from state agencies acting in alliance with their nationally-based competitors as well. For both
of these reasons, the task of providing network security -- especially with respect to securing information flows -- has
increasingly been charged to private actors.
Second, the network security paradigm is fundamentally oriented towards reducing the friction and enhancing the
velocity of information flows. The following quotation from an industry periodical shows the double concern with
security and speed:
In teaming up with NSTL Inc. ... to evaluate six leading hardware-based VPN (virtual private network) devices, we
found that all were up to the security challenge, able to fend off more than 200 types of attack. And in most cases,
managing devices remotely was easy. But performance? It proved problematic, especially for links of T1 (1.544 Mbit/s)
or higher. In worst-case stress testing, devices dropped anywhere from 50 percent to 85 percent of offered loads-and
for applications that rely on lots of short packets (like corporate intranets), dropped packets can lead to lots of
retransmissions. Say so long to savings on bandwidth.40
The state-defense image, on the other hand, is concerned with restricting, collecting, and blocking information flows,
should such flows been seen as a threat to the state. The velocity of flows is either incidental, or of a subordinate
concern. In some cases, the volume and velocity of flows presents a formidable threat in and of itself insofar as
increases in traffic make the task of information surveillance that much more difficult for state intelligence agencies.
The differences are most strikingly apparent in the respective positions taken on encryption policies. Encryption
technologies touch at the heart of the state's surveillance capacity. It is for this reason that most states' intelligence
and law enforcement agencies have attempted to maintain tight controls over the export of sophisticated encryption
technologies. In some states, the domestic use of cryptography is tightly controlled as well.41 Corporations, on the
other hand, have come to view access to encryption as absolutely vital to ensuring network security in both senses
outlined above - that is, to protect the integrity of their "intranet" flows as well as to ensure the security of
transactions in the emerging electronic marketplace. It is for this reason that the giants of the corporate and
computing world have invested billions of dollars in developing Internet security protocols, including encryption, and
have been at the forefront of attempts to block government legislative restrictions.
Network Security and World Order
The overlap between the two paradigms -- particularly in the area of securing the hard physical infrastructure that
supports networks within individual state jurisdictions -- is not insignificant. It suggests that there will be formidable
support in many states for the allocation of public funds towards protecting information systems within individual state
jurisdictions. At a minimum, in other words, both the network security and state-defense paradigms converge in the
view that electronic infrastructures require securing. In spite of their overlap, however, the two images conflict in
important ways that provide alternative conceptions of world order.
With its strong support for de-regulation of encryption policies, the privatization of security services, and the
intensification of transnational flows of information, the world order promoted by the network security paradigm is a
system of highly-integrated, "internationalized" states, especially among the Northern industrialized countries that
dominate the global economy. With strong regulations against encryption and deep domestic and international
electronic surveillance practices, on the other hand, the state-defense paradigm presents a much more classic
"Westphalian" model of world order in which states are insulated from one another. These two paradigms are
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schematized in Figure 1. Which of these two paradigms will fare better in the long run is a difficult question to answer,
since so many contingencies are involved, and institutional support for both is strong.
Figure 1. Network Security and State-Defense Paradigms
Paradigm Main Object of Security Relevant Institutions and Actors Perspectives on Computing and Information Public
Policy Form of State Promoted Form of World Order Promoted State-Defense The state, defined broadly to include the
government and the total territorial space, infrastructure, resources, and people under its control State defense, law
enforcement, and intelligence agencies Strong regulations on encryption technologies; push for "key escrow" and
"back-door" for law-enforcement. Strong, public interventionist national security state Classic "Westaphlian"
international system Network Security The planetary "network of networks" through which information flows Large
Transnational Corporations, Global Financial Services, Entertainment Industries Complete de-regulation of encryption
policies; privatization of telecommunication and computer/ information security services Liberal-capitalist or
republican, "transmission-belt" state Increasing integration among Northern-industrialized states; liberal-capitalist
system
One way to begin to answer this question, however, is by examining the material properties of the broader
communications environment in which both are embedded. Communications environments -- defined as the material
properties of communication technologies and the political and economic context in which such technologies are
embedded -- facilitate and constrain social forces, collective images, and ideas. They place obstacles and constraints
in the face of some paradigms, while providing intensity and dynamism to others.42 In the words of Thomas RiseKappen, "ideas do not float freely" but are, rather, embedded in a specific material context that either supports or
constrains them. An examination of the communications environment can thus help illuminate which of the two
paradigms will predominate over time and, in doing so, help to trace the changing contours of world order. Three
characteristics in particular point to an expeditious environment for the network security paradigm while a
constraining one for the state-defense paradigm.
a. The packet-switching, non-linear architecture of the Internet environment. One of the major constraints of the statedefense paradigm is the very architecture of the Internet communications environment itself. As Froomkin notes, "The
Internet is not a thing; it is the interconnection of many things--the (potential) interconnection between any of millions
of computers located around the world." Each of these computers adheres to a common interconnection standard,
known as TCP/IP. This standard enables the use of packet-switching, which is how information is transmitted through
the Internet. In packet-switching, messages are broken up into discrete units, or "packets," that are then routed
through the network and re-assembled once they reach their destination. With packet-switching technology and the
distributed TCP/IP network, the data that comprise a single message take multiple independent routes to reach their
destination. Hence the common description of the Internet as a "decentralized, anarchic network." The constraint that
this architecture presents to the state-defense paradigm is that as the network spreads and as communication flows
become more dense and swift, the difficulties of filtering out or blocking particular types of information mounts. There
are no single "choke-points" or nodes through which all information passes, for example. Nor is there any single route
through which particular messages travel. Information is scrambled and distributed across numerous independent
trajectories along the network.43 Although it is possible for states to completely detach themselves from the network
and prevent citizen access altogether, once they opt to connect the constraints of the network for censorship and
other forms of communication regulation loom large. Certainly coercion, threats, and intimidation are employed -perhaps even successfully. From a technological perspective, however, the architecture of the Internet makes them
much more difficult to enforce.
b. Advanced Encryption Technologies. Although the packet-switching architecture of the Internet may make it difficult
to filter out or censor particular types of information, do not digital computing technologies actually facilitate state
surveillance -- an integral part of the state-defense paradigm? Certainly the tools of electronic surveillance available to
states have grown significantly in recent years, specifically artificial intelligence programs employed in network
surveillance systems, such as the American Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, or FinCEN.44 In fact, the digital
character of information and the ever-increasing computing power integral to the Internet would actually make the job
of state surveillance enormously more effective were it not for a second property of the communications environment:
the wide dissemination of easily accessible and highly-sophisticated encryption technologies. Once the province of
state military and intelligence agencies, the mass popularity of computers and improvements in computing
technologies have led to the diffuse development of highly sophisticated public key encryption systems. Today,
encryption software that would be resistant for decades to even the most advanced network of Cray supercomputers
at the service of government security agencies are widely available and distributed worldwide. Although states may
set regulations that prohibit the use and export of such technologies, the consensus among most is that "the genie is
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out of the bottle."45 At best, prohibitions against encryption use and "key escrow" schemes are contrivances to buy
time in a losing battle.
c. Post-Industrial Global Capitalism. A further boost to the network security paradigm is provided by changes in the
global political economy, particularly the transnationalization of production and the globalization of finance. Among
other things, these changes have generated a large constituency of powerful interest groups who support the network
security paradigm. Transnational corporations, particularly in the "knowledge" and financial services sectors such as
banking, insurance, telecommunications, and entertainment, not only command enormous sums of wealth, but have a
material interest in the development of secure global networks. As their corporate structures move further in the
direction of flexible, just-in-time production arrangements dispersed across multiple national locations involving
mobile and wireless communications, their dependence on the network rises in importance. This has generated not
only a structural pressure on states, but a powerful constituency actively lobbying for the relaxation of encryption
regulations and generating a vast market of ever-sophisticated network security products as well.46 As more states
mold their policies according to liberal-capitalist principles and in the direction of so-called "knowledge economies"
(partially as a product of the structural pressures of transnational capital) the constituencies resisting or contradicting
the network security paradigm will likely wither in importance and influence.
Conclusion
The purpose of this paper has been to identify and describe a new form of security emerging in world politics, called
"network security." This paradigm of security has arisen in the late twentieth century in conjunction with the
development of planetary digital-electronic-telecommunications, or what I have elsewhere referred to as "the
hypermedia environment." Network security practices are distinguished by the focus on securing the "network of
networks" and the information that flows through them. The primary "threat" is the potential for systems "crash," loss,
theft, or corruption of data and the interruption of information flows. Policy responses include the development and
distribution of highly sophisticated encryption technologies, the contracting out of security services to private actors,
and the deregulation of telecommunication services. The tools employed to provide security include systems of secure
access, Virtual Private Networks, Intranets, and "digital immune systems." The world order promoted by this collective
image is a system of highly-integrated "internationalized" states embedded within a dense network of transnational
communication flows. As described above, there are good reasons arising from the material properties of the
communications environment to suspect that this particular notion of security will flourish in years to come. This
suggests that theorists of world politics need to analyze in more detail the practical and political implications of this
security paradigm at least as much as other notions of security in circulation today.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this collective image of security is how different it is in many respects to
traditional state-centric notions of security. In world politics, "security" in the classic sense has typically been
associated with what Paul Chilton calls "metaphors of containment" -- that is, state surveillance of, and territorial
defense from, "external" or "outside" forces.47 A residue of the Westphalian war-system -- where states have been the
primary aggregations of political power with territorial encroachment from other states in the system constituting the
primary "threat" -- "security" has been traditionally conjoined with policies of fortification, balancing, and a
"hardening" of the "outer shell" of the state.48 In the network security paradigm, however, security is employed with
reference to insuring the validity of purchase transactions, detecting network viruses, and preventing system
"crashes" -- measures designed to free up and intensify the circulation of information across borders and around the
world. In short, security means integration.
The flourishing of the network security paradigm supports several trends in world politics identified by others. First, it
creates a large constituency in support of the privatization of security in one very vital and important area of world
politics. Although it is certainly true that states still maintain formidable commitments to national defense in a
traditional sense, the burrowing out of transnational, non-territorial, private spheres of security is a clear contribution
to what John Ruggie has called the "unbundling" of sovereignty.49 As such spheres become more dense, complex, and
deeply entrenched, it will be difficult for states to "turn the clock back" and return to the status quo ante. Indeed, such
a development suggests that among the core industrialized states of the North - what Dan Deudney calls the liberal
"free world complex"50 - the trends begun in the Cold War towards greater integration and confederation among
liberal capitalist states will continue, in spite of the collapse of the Soviet Union.
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